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Last night, as an unpaid subscriber, I received an email from
Dr. Meryl Nass Substack titled “The “No Viruses exist” cult
has been out in force lately.”  (link)

After reading it, I am confused about whether to cry with the
absurd logic presented or laugh at the arguments (hilarious
science). I could not decide, so in my frustration, I am
leaving it to you to decide – my thoughts or questions are
highlighted in bold.

@ “I told Christine Massey over and over that her FOIAs were
answered by all countries in the same manner because a) the
countries lie about everything related to COVID, …”

So, why is it difficult to accept that they lied about the
virus existence as well?

@ “These people want everything to be isolated the way they
decide it should be isolated.”

No,  the  question  is  where  this  (the  virus)  has  been
isolated as claimed. The result of an isolation step is an
isolated item, in this case, the virus – where is it?
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@ “Some things require indirect measurements.”

True, but those things have to exist first. Where is that
thing (the virus)? Please provide (scientific) evidence of
its existence. Moreover, the measuring instrument must be
calibrated/validated  independently  to  show  that  it  can
measure lengths or distances. Where is the (“indirect”)
test/method independently calibrated/validated to measure
the viruses? There is none, and it is a fact.

@  “But  here  is  the  kicker.  Have  none  of  these  pseudo-
scientists ever had a cold? Have they never had flu? No cold
sores? No genital herpes? No warts? All these are due to
viruses.”

That is the question. How have these observations been
linked to the viruses? Where are these viruses? Who has
them (samples or specimens of the isolated viruses)?

Please  bring  these  questions/thoughts  to  Dr.  Meryl  Nass’s
attention.
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